
Gentlemen, 
  
A further update, a little later than intended, following my note sent out on 08/02/19. 
  
Temporary clubhouse 
  
SEPA’s position in relation to our preferred location for the temporary clubhouse has not changed. 
Additional ground works to raise the site to an acceptable level would cost in excess of £100,000 and at the 
time of writing there is still no guarantee that this site would be approved. It is important that we have our 
‘permanent’ temporary facility in place as quickly as possible so a decision has been made to seek approval 
for an alternative location. We do not want to run the risk of spending weeks or months arguing our case 
potentially up to ministerial level and in the interim have no proper facilities. 
 
With assistance from our Members Advisory Board (MAB), we have been considering our options out with 
the SEPA identified flood plain. Realistically the only alternatives are the putting green, the 16th fairway or 
an area to the right of the 17th fairway. We have identified the area to the right of 17 as the best 
alternative. The proposed site was ‘pegged out’ on Sunday afternoon to understand how best to orient the 
building whilst ensuring safety and minimising possible interference with play. There was also a meeting on 
site with our Project Manager, Main Contractor and representatives from our MAB on Tuesday to 
understand the site boundary requirements for the Killermont House redevelopment to ensure these 
would not be compromised by the proposed new location for our ‘permanent’ temporary clubhouse.  
 
Re-siting the temporary clubhouse requires a simple change to the design of it. The locker and kitchen 
areas will swap places, with the bar and dining facilities remaining in the centre of the building as before. 
This change is required to allow easy access to bar and kitchen for all deliveries, minimising interference 
with the course. As before the plan is to have a south facing decked area outside the clubhouse. 
 
Given that the 17th regular and medal tees are likely to be out of commission during the redevelopment of 
Killermont House, play at 17 will be from the current forward tee situated on the south side of 17 under the 
trees. This tee will be extended to allow for the increased traffic on it. The hole will still play as a par 4 and 
there will be no change to the CSS. 
 
The  temporary facility mentioned in my previous update is due to arrive this week and will be in use from 
the medal on Saturday onwards. It will provide bar and catering facilities as well as seating for up to 100 
people. This is a short term measure only whilst we resolve the situation with the ‘permanent’ Temporary 
clubhouse. 
 
 
Killermont House 
 
Since the last update we have received  a notional reinstatement cost for Killermont House which has been 
reviewed with our insurance advisers. This is now being worked into a detailed cost plan in preparation for 
settlement discussions with our insurers. Our next meeting with the loss adjustor has been set for 14th 
March and we will update further following this meeting. 
 
As advised previously our architect will be providing  sketch options for the reinstatement of Killermont 
house based on the working brief developed to date.  This work is on track and it remains our intention to 
arrange a meeting to allow members to view and comment on them. Our PM and Architect will be in 
attendance at this meeting which we are planning to hold by in early April. We expect to confirm date and 
location by the end of next week. 
 
 
 
 



Killermont House Art Work 
   
Ever since the fire our archivist Nevin McGhee has been working tirelessly on the clubs behalf and is due a 
huge thank you for all his efforts to date and ongoing. To put this in context, Nevin  is  working with paper, 
water colour, oil painting, silver, furniture and clock restorers as well as picture framer’s and liaising 
between all of them and the loss adjusters. The good news is that the percentage of valuable/historic items 
totally lost was actually very small but everything that did come out of the house has suffered various 
degrees of smoke and water damage.  
 
The principal items lost and gone forever are the replica of Old Tom (we are currently working on having a 
replacement produced), the lovely oil painting looking up the 15th hole, a very nice oil painting of the 
clubhouse from halfway down the first hole and a 1987 watercolour of the clubhouse from the third tee. 
Lots of photographs from the casual bar and the locker room were also lost however Nevin has copies of 
most of these on disk and will be able to reproduce them. 
 
As an example of what can be achieved, please see  the ‘before and after’ restoration of our painting 
‘Glasgow from the Green with golfers in the distance’ which was found face down in the rubble in the 
Members’ Bar 3 weeks after the fire: 
 

 
 



 
 
 
As you can see the restoration has been a great success. 
 
I will provide a further update in 2 weeks’ time.        
 
 
Regards 
 
 
David Sifton 
Immediate Past Captain 
 


